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The more sultry Caf 1930 represents the period when, said Piazzolla, people stopped dancing it as
they did in 1900, preferring instead simply to listen to it. It became more musical, and more

romantic. This tango has undergone total transformation: the movements are slower, with new and
often melancholy harmonies. A contemplative guitar introduction brings on one of Piazzollas most
soulful melodies. Nevertheless, he cant resist the tangos typical inclusion of contrasting sectionsin

this case an active interruption and a sweet major-mode interlude before returning to the
melancholy opening. At the end of the soundtrack, heres Bidini recreating a section of Cantilena for
the album. Bidini has a sly sense of humour and was an essential part of Piazzolla’s legacy as a jazz
musician. He was also an important influence on the young musical god Miles Davis. Bidini died in

2003. Although Vieaux is a virtuoso, hes also a terrific player with lots of heart and soul, as his
recordings with the Boston Symphony Orchestra (including a recording of the complete Beethoven

symphonies) testify. Were it not for this music, he could be the pianist of jazz cinema. If youre
looking for a great compilation of a Spanish composer in a more classical vein than Piazzollas best-
known tango, or an enthralling two-CD set, youll find it in this CD. The first movement features the
sound of a country house party. The melody and harmony are both attractive, and the strings are a

particular treat. This is an excellent effort that may rekindle the spirit of one of the greatest
composers of the 20th century.
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piano trio no. 2 in g minor was
recorded in new york city and

released by a-q music in 1980 on
a two-lp set. the pianist was
janice weber, who had been
studying with andre for over

twenty years. weber performed
the work with great sensitivity
and remarkable musicianship.

her expressive artistry is one of
the great assets of the piano as
an instrument of music. weber

was also a student of gade, and
the quartet is strongly influenced
by his style. the violin and cello
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parts are played in a light, airy
style, which creates a wonderful
contrast to the darker and more
dramatic piano. weber also has a

lot of fun with the playful
opening theme in the second

movement, and in a brilliant bit
of interpretation, she creates a
lively counterpoint to the more
dramatic theme in the finale.

these musicians, with the
exception of the cello, are all

women, and the ease and
understanding they have with
one another is inspiring. they
also played in the new jersey

symphony orchestra. the
recording is an excellent
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example of the work of janice
weber and was made by the new

jersey symphony orchestra at
the temple university

undergraduate school of music
on may 7, 1980. it was released

by ecm in 1982 on a single lp
set. the vinyl was produced by

dirk rudolph, who also served as
engineer. yout the piano trio no.
2 is a wonderful recording, and a

great performance. to be fair,
the recording is not the one most
often encountered, as it was one

of two recordings released on
the ecm label. a single vinyl was

released, on the ecm label in
1982. the other recording was
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the one on the a-q music label,
and was released in 1980 on two
lps. by the way, a-q music is the
label that was originally started
in the early 1940s by the great
arranger and composer janos

ferenc. this label has been
successful in releasing many
great recordings from many

great musicians, and has
recently reissued a series of

ferenc pianos that were recorded
in the 1940s and 1950s.

hopefully, this success will lead
to more great reissues of

recordings that may not have
been issued before, such as the

piano trio no. 2 in g minor by
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